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  . . to think that the film is the same. But even if you've seen this movie, you'll agree that it is a completely different experience. It's the stars, the cast, the music, the cinematography, the editing and the writing that make Agneepath different. Plot Sachin (played by Shah Rukh Khan) is a professional boxer who does a lot of charitable work with the help of his friend, Aslam (played by Abhishek
Bachchan). Sachin's wife, Seema, has left him and his children to be with a man named Raju (played by Sharman Joshi). Sachin plans to use his boxing skills to avenge himself on Raju, but his plans are made difficult by the fact that Raju is Sachin's best friend. Cast Shah Rukh Khan as Sachin Abhishek Bachchan as Aslam Sharman Joshi as Raju Poonam Dhillon as Seema Mahima Chaudhry as

Young Sachin Mohit Raina as Young Aslam Urvashi Rautela as Nisha Prem Puneet as Puneet Sheeba Chaddha as Aslam's sister Neena Gupta as Raju's mother Kedar Munkad as Junaid Yash Tonk as Balwinder Naseeruddin Shah as Balwinder's father Music The film's soundtrack is composed by Aadesh Shrivastava with lyrics by Irshad Kamil, and the soundtrack album was released on 9 April 2012.
The tracklist of the soundtrack consists of six songs, with the songs "Tumko Tum Jo" sung by Sukhwinder Singh, "Ludakarne Wali Gaya" sung by Gulzar and written by Mano Singh Rautela, "Tumko Tum Jo" sung by Punjabi Sufi singers Tanvir, Jaspinder Narula and Talat Singh, "Kise Dose" sung by Danish Perumal and composed by Sangeetha Kavi, and "Pahunch Lage" sung by a group of Pakistani

singers. In November 2012, the soundtrack of the film was re-released along with the Hindi version, with 2 additional songs ("Jiya Jaane De", sung by Abhishek Bachchan, and "Kuch To Aise Bhi Re 82157476af
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